Brandon Zammit
Today was my first day working on construction after working with 90
wonderful kids last week. I miss them already, but today at the work site 4 of
them happened to be there and it made my day seeing them with their bright
smile as always. And of course they wanted their daily piggy back ride, haha.
In the morning at construction we put the floor down for a house that was
very close to completion. My first experience with concrete was a success!
The crew finished the floor before lunch time so we journeyed through the
woods to the next site where we will work for the reminder on the week. On
that journey was a creek crossing, the ultimate Guatemalan experience. At
the site we mixed concrete so that the walls could be started today. Re-bars
were also constructed by a portion of the group while the others assisted with
the concrete for the walls to be started. There is still much work to be done
on the house and the crew and I are excited to see what else we are able to
accomplish before we return in a couple days. See you soon, hasta luego!

Christian McCann
Today was my first full day at VBS at where I got to stretch out my legs and
run around with all the kids playing soccer and the occasional two minutes
of basketball before going back to soccer. I had a ton of fun running around
with the kids and getting to know them. All the kids were great and made for
two very quick sessions of VBS. Our first session of VBS got out a bit early
today so we got to take a little tour around some of the village surrounding
the PID clinic. We went to one house that was built by PID and belonged to
one of their sponsored kids then got to visit the house of the lady that makes
our lunches. We had the opportunity to make some of our own tortillas which
was a bit so much so that the two girls actually making the tortillas had to fix
just about all the ones that we tried to make. I am really looking forward to the
rest of the week at VBS and I am excited to run around with these kids some
more. See you guys in a couple days, adios!

